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ABSTRACT 

In vivo studies of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism in (genetically modified) conscious 

mice are hampered by limitations of blood and urine sample sizes. We developed and 

validated methods to quantify stable isotope dilution and incorporation in small blood and 

urine samples spotted onto filter paper. Blood glucose and urinary paracetamol–

glucuronic acid were extracted from filter paper spots reproducibly and with high yield. 

Fractional isotopologue distributions of glucose and paracetamol–glucuronic acid when 

extracted from filter paper spots were almost identical to those isolated from the original 

body fluids. Rates of infusion of labeled compounds could be adjusted without perturbing 

hepatic glucose metabolism. This approach was used in mice to find the optimal 

metabolic condition for the study of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism. In fed mice, no 

isotopic steady state was observed during a 6 hour label-infusion experiment. In 9 hour 

fasted mice, isotopic steady state was reached after 3 hour of label infusion and 

important parameters in hepatic glucose metabolism could be calculated. The rate of de 

novo glucose-6-phosphate synthesis was 143 ± 17.µmol.kg-1.min-1 and partitioning to 

plasma glucose was 79 ± 5%. In 24 hour fasted mice, abrupt changes were noticed in 

whole body and in hepatic glucose metabolism at the end of the experiment. 

 

Keywords: Blood spots; Stable isotopes; MIDA; Gluconeogenesis; Glucose-6-phosphate 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Animal models are of crucial importance in the unraveling of pathological mechanisms 

that underlie insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance, and development of type 2 

diabetes. Recently, several stable isotope procedures to study hepatic glucose 

metabolism in vivo have been introduced (1-5). We have applied one of these 

procedures in rats (6), according to the 24 hour protocol of Hellerstein and Neese, to 

study the partitioning of newly synthesized glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) between plasma 

glucose and glycogen. In this study the metabolic consequences of pharmacological 

inhibition of glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase) were investigated. Rats, fasted for 24 

hour, were infused with D-[U-13C]-glucose, D-[1-2H]-galactose, [2-13C]-glycerol, and 

paracetamol. Isotope dilution and label incorporation were determined by gas 

chromatography mass spectrometry (GCMS) and mass isotopomer distribution analysis 

(MIDA) in glucose, isolated from plasma (50 µl) and in paracetamol–glucuronic acid 

(ParglcUA) isolated from urine (0.5 ml), the latter reflecting hepatic UDP–glucose 

(UDPglc) metabolism (7). 
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Recently, due to the possibilities of genetic engineering, mice are becoming more 

and more the animal species of choice in the study of the pathology of diabetes type 2. 

Genetic engineering allows for the generation of mice in which genes encoding for 

nuclear hormone receptors such as PPARα or LXR, enzymes such as glucose-6-

phosphatase, or hormone receptors such as insulin receptors have been knocked out (7-

9). Application of the same stable isotope methodology in mice as that used in rats poses 

several physical and analytical problems. First, rates of carbohydrate metabolism are 

considerably higher in mice than in rats, resulting in more pronounced isotope dilution. 

As a consequence, isotope infusion rates need to be adjusted; however, the maximal 

possible flow rate of infusate is much lower in mice than in rats. Second, sample sizes of 

plasma and urine that can be taken during the experiment are relatively small, 

particularly when serial sampling is necessary to estimate isotopically steady state. To 

collect sufficient material from mice either several animals were sacrificed at each time 

point (7;10) or the animals were transfused with blood from littermates to make up for 

the losses of blood due to sampling (11). Blood and urine collection as spots on filter 

paper seems to be an appropriate method to miniaturize sampling and thereby to allow 

serial sampling in mice. Sample collection on filter paper is commonly used in neonatal 

screening (see for review (12)) and in monitoring effects of therapy in patients with 

either inborn or acquired metabolic diseases such as phenylketonuria and diabetes (13-

17). Due to the miniaturization of sampling, problems in measuring mass isotopologue 

distributions by GCMS arise. 

We approached these problems by first, applying filter paper to sample body 

fluids and validating, using rats, analytical techniques suitable to measure mass 

isotopologue distributions in small amounts of material. Second, the infusion protocol, 

previously used with rats, was adapted to the higher metabolic rate in mice. Finally, we 

applied the infusion protocol and analytical methods to find the optimal metabolic 

conditions to quantify hepatic glucose metabolism in conscious mice. To that purpose, 

mice that were allowed to eat ad libitum until onset of the experiment (fed) or that were 

subjected to either 9 hour (postprandial) or 24 hour (fasted) of fasting before the start of 

the experiments were studied. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Materials 

[2-13C]-Glycerol (99% 13C APE), D-[1-2H]-galactose (98%v2H APE) (Isotec Inc., 

Miamiburg, OH, USA), D-[U-13C]-glucose (99% 13C APE) (Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories, Inc., Andover, MA, USA) were used. All chemicals used were pro analysis 
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grade. Bloodspots and urine were collected on Schleicher en Schuell No. 2992 filter paper 

(Schleicher en Schuell, ‘s Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands). Infusates were freshly 

prepared and sterilized by the hospital pharmacy the day before the experiment. 

 

Animals 

Male Wistar rats (310 ± 15 g) were bred at the Central Animal Laboratory, University of 

Groningen (The Netherlands). C57BL/6J mice (24.1 ± 0.3 g) were obtained from Harlan 

Laboratories (Zeist, The Netherlands). Experiments were approved by the Ethical 

Committee for Animal Experiments, Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Groningen. 

All animals were housed in plexiglas cages, under a controlled light–dark regime (12 

hour dark and 12 hour light) and temperature-controlled (20 °C) conditions. They had 

free access to water and laboratory chow (RMH-B Hope Farms BV, Woerden, The 

Netherlands). Rats were equipped with two indwelling permanent catheters in the heart, 

one for infusion and one for drawing samples as described by Kuipers et al. (18). Mice 

were equipped with a single catheter in the right jugular vein for infusion. After surgery 

rats and mice recovered for periods of 7 and 5 days, respectively, in individual cages. 

Food intake and body weight returned to preoperative levels within 2 days. Food was 

removed before the start of the experiment as indicated but the animals had free access 

to water. 

 

Blood and Urine Sampling from Rats 

On the day of the experiment, rats were placed in individual metabolic cages which 

allowed collection of urine at hourly intervals. They received an infusion, at a rate of 

3 ml.h-1 for 8 hour, of a solution consisting of D-[U-13C]-glucose (6.5 µmol.ml-1),  

[2-13C]-glycerol (64 µmol.ml-1), D-[1-2H]-galactose (33 µmol.ml-1), and paracetamol  

(3.0 mg.ml-1) in a sterile aqueous solution. Blood samples (200 µl) and blood spots from 

the tail tip were drawn before and at 5, 6, 7, and 8 hours after the start of the infusion. 

Both samples were taken with a time delay of less than 2 min. Urine samples were 

collected at hourly intervals. Samples (50 µl) from urine fractions were spotted onto filter 

paper strips. Blood samples were collected in heparin-containing tubes and centrifuged 

immediately. Plasma and urine were stored at -20°C until analysis. Blood and urine spots 

were air-dried and stored at room temperature until analysis.  

 

Optimization of Metabolic Conditions in Mice 

On the day of the experiment, mice were placed in individual metabolic cages. Filter 

paper was placed under the wire floor of the cage to collect urine samples and replaced 

hourly. Three groups of four mice each were used in the experiments. Food was removed 
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just before, 9 hours before or 24 hours before the start of the experiment in the fed, 

postprandial, and fasted groups, respectively. Mice received an infusion of a sterilized 

aqueous solution containing D-[U-13C]-glucose (13 µmol.ml-1), [2-13C]-glycerol  

(160 µmol.ml-1), D-[1-2H]-galactose (33 µmol.ml-1), and paracetamol (1 mg.ml-1) at a 

rate of 0.6 ml.h-1 for 6 hours. Blood glucose during the experiment was measured using 

Euro Flash test strips (LifeScan Benelux, Beerse, Belgium) and bloodspots for GCMS 

measurements were collected before the start of the infusion and at hourly intervals 

afterward until 6 hours after the start of the infusion. All blood samples spotted on filter 

paper were taken from tail tips. Timed urine samples were collected at hourly intervals 

on filter paper. Blood spots and urine strips were air-dried and stored at room 

temperature until analysis. 

 

Evaluation of GCMS Data 

Measurements of each derivative were accepted when two conditions were met. First, a 

particular series of measurements was accepted when the dispersions of the fractional 

contributions to total ion abundances around their respective means in control samples, 

inserted into the series, were less than 1% for m0 and less than 2% for m1 and m2. 

Second, measured total ion abundance of the samples for each derivative had to be 

within the range of constant response of the fractional contribution of m1, m2, and m6 to 

total ion abundances. Therefore, in each series of measurements a dilution series 

obtained from a mixture of the last, most enriched, samples taken at the end of an 

experiment was included. The mixture was divided into seven vials and dried under a 

stream of N2. Subsequently, increasing volumes of ethylacetate were added to the dry 

residues. In this way, a dilution series ranging from an 8x dilution to an 8x concentration 

of the starting mixture was obtained. The response was considered constant when the 

fractional contributions of m1 and m2 deviated less than 2% from the respective means. 

The deviation in the fractional contributions from the mean of m6 should be less than 3% 

in glucose derivatives and less than 5% in ParglcUA derivatives. 

The fractional isotopologue distribution measured by GCMS (m0–m6) was 

corrected for the fractional distribution due to natural abundance of 13C by multiple linear 

regression as described by Lee et al. (19) to obtain the excess fractional distribution of 

mass isotopologues (M0–M6) due to incorporation of infused labeled compounds, i.e., 

[2-13C]-glycerol, D-[U-13C]-glucose, and D-[1-2H]galactose. 
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Analysis 

For all analytical procedures see Appendix 2.  

For correct gene names see Chapter 2 

 

Calculations 

Metabolic fluxes at steady state were calculated essentially according to Hellerstein and 

Neese et al. (5;20-22), Magnussen e.a. (23), Wolfe (24), and Giaccari e.a. (25). 

Equations used are presented in Chapter 4.  

 

Statistics 

All values are expressed as mean ± S.D. Statistical differences were determined using 

ANOVA with repeated measurements, except in the calculation of body weight, where 

Student’s t test was used; p<0.05 was considered significant. The time invariance in 

presented parameters was determined by comparison of consecutive time points using 

Student’s t test with paired samples. Values were considered time-invariant when there 

was no significant difference (p>0.05) between the parameters on consecutive time 

points. 

 

 

RESULTS 

Sampling on Filter Paper in Rats 

Recovery of Glucose and ParglcUA from Filter Paper 

Extraction of glucose from filter paper disks punched out of bloodspots and of urinary 

ParglcUA from paper strips was highly efficient. After single extraction of the disks, the 

amount of glucose recovered was equivalent to that isolated from 8.0 ± 0.5, 6.8 ± 0.2, 

or 6.5 ± 0.3 µl plasma when spots were stored at room temperature for 1, 14, or 35 

days, respectively. Extraction efficiency of ParglcUA from filter paper did not depend on 

either the time of storage at room temperature (1 to 35 days) or the urinary 

concentrations of ParglcUA (0.6 to 4.0 mg.ml-1). Recovery was 90 ± 4 or 99 ± 3% after 

extraction of filter paper spots once or twice, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Actual series of measurements.  

Glucose pentaacetate (A), glucose aldonitril pentaacetate (B), paracetamol–

glucuronic acid ethyl–ester tetra-TMS (C), and saccharic acid diethyl–ester 

tetraacetate (D) by gas chromatography mass spectrometry. The series was 

composed of blocks of samples from individual animals (white bars) separated by 

control samples (black bars). In the middle of the series a block containing a 

dilution series was positioned to determine the range of constant response (gray 

bars). Total ion abundance between the dotted and the dashed lines indicates the 

range in which the fractional contributions of m1, m2, and m6 to total ion 

abundance are constant. 

 

 

GCMS Measurements of Mass Isotopologue Distribution 

In Fig. 1 an example of a series of measurements in extracts of blood spots and urine 

strips for each of the four derivatives, i.e., glucose pentaacetate (A), glucose aldonitril 

pentaacetate (B), the ParglcUA ethyl–ester tetra-TMS derivative (C), and the saccharic 

acid diethyl-ester tetraacetate derivative (D), is given. Series were composed of blocks 

of samples from individual animals separated by control samples. In the middle of a 

series, a dilution series was inserted to determine the range of constant response of the 

mass spectrometer for the whole series of each of the derivatives used. 
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Figure 2. Relationship between total ion abundance and fractional 

contributions of m1, m2, and m6. 

In measurements of glucose pentaacetate (A), glucose aldonitril pentaacetate (B), 

paracetamol–glucuronic acid ethyl–ester tetra-TMS (C), and saccharic acid diethyl-

ester tetraacetate (D). Fractional contributions of selected mass isotopologues 

used in the MIDA calculation of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism are plotted; m1, 

diamonds; m2, squares; and m6, triangles. Fractional contributions to the total ion 

abundances are considered to be constant between the dotted and the dashed 

lines. Measurements on samples of a dilution series prepared by combining the 

most enriched samples obtained at the last time point of rat experiments were 

performed by GCMS as described under Materials and methods. Data given in Fig. 

1 were used. 

 

 

Data were accepted for further calculations when the following two criteria were fulfilled. 

First, for each of the derivative total ion abundances of all samples had to be in the 

range of constant response. In Fig. 1 the upper and lower limits of the range of constant 

response of the mass spectrometer for each of the derivatives are indicated. These limits 

were determined as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure the observed range of constant 
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responses is indicated for the fractional contributions of m1, m2, and m6 in total ion 

abundances as a function of total ion abundances of each of the four derivatives. It is 

clear that the fractional contributions of m1, m2, and m6 are independent of the total ion 

abundances over only a limited range and that this range is different for each of the 

derivatives measured. The actual measured fractional contributions and calculated CVs 

within the indicated constant response range are given in Table 1 for each of the four 

derivatives. Second, a series was accepted for further calculations when the dispersion of 

total ion abundances of each derivative around the mean of the control samples was 

within the pre-established range for each of the derivatives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Fractional contribution and calculated CVs of each of the used 

dilution series in the range of constant response.  

The dilution series of four derivatives was prepared from enriched samples of the 

last time point (t = 6h) of experiments as described under Materials and methods. 

Data given in Fig. 1 were used. 

 

 

The actual values of the means and dispersions around the mean of the control samples 

for each of the derivatives and the calculated CVs are given in Table 2 for each of the 

mass isotopologues of the respective derivatives. When these two considerations are 

taken into account, it is clear from Fig. 1 that, for these particular series of injections, 

total ion abundances were within the range of constant response for all samples but a 

few, indicated by arrows. These samples were concentrated or diluted and subsequently 

re-injected to obtain measurements within the range of constant response. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fractional contribution to total ion abundances 
Derivative 

 m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 

Glucose pentaacetate Mean 0.4368 0.3756 0.1212 0.0270 0.0065 0.0041 0.0287 
 Std 0.0013 0.0013 0.0016 0.0009 0.0003 0.0001 0.0007 
 C.V. 0.3% 0.3% 1.3%    2.4% 

         

Glucose aldonitril pentaacetate Mean 0.4657 0.3474 0.1192 0.0255 0.0056 0.0039 0.0328 
 Std 0.0041 0.0005 0.0017 0.0011 0.0006 0.0004 0.0009 

 C.V. 0.9% 0.2% 1.4%    2.9% 

         
Paracetamol ethyl-ester tetraTMS Mean 0.4785 0.3442 0.1204 0.0403 0.0087 0.0030 0.0048 

 Std 0.0018 0.0010 0.0007 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 

 C.V. 0.3% 0.5% 0.9%    4.1% 
         

Saccharic acid di-ethyl ester tetraacetate Mean 0.6434 0.2643 0.0680 0.0162 0.0033 0.0007 0.0040 

 Std 0.0064 0.0026 0.0013 0.0017 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 
 C.V. 1.0% 1.0% 1.9%    2.5% 
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Table 2. Intra assay dispersion of fractional contribution to total ion 

abundances of control samples in a series of measurements. 

The dispersion was calculated from the control sample, prepared from combined 

samples of the derivatives before the start of the experiment. Data given in Fig. 1 

were used. 

 

 

Comparison of Fractional Mass Isotopologue Distributions 

In Fig. 3, a comparison between fractional mass isotopologue distributions has been 

made for glucose isolated from plasma obtained from heart catheter and glucose 

extracted from blood spots of tail tips from rats at different time points. As is clear from 

this figure, there was a very small and statistically non-significant overestimation  

(1.1 ± 2.9%) of the fractional contribution of m1, m2, and m6 to total ion abundances in 

plasma when bloodspots and plasma from two different sample sites were compared. 

 

Optimization of Experimental Approach in Conscious Mice 

Hepatotoxicity of Paracetamol Dose 

In view of reports on hepatotoxicity of paracetamol in mice, we studied the effects of two 

infusion rates of this compound in mice on the time course of clinical–chemical 

parameters of liver function. The effect of paracetamol dose (167 ± 2 or 300 ± 3  

mg.kg-1) on ALAT, ASAT, and LDH levels in plasma was tested in postprandial mice using 

the stable isotope infusion protocol as described under above. Before the start of the 

experiment ALAT levels were the same in both groups (27 ± 3 vs. 26 ± 2 U.ml-1; low vs. 

high dose, respectively). At the end of the experiment ALAT levels increased in both 

groups to comparable values (66 ± 47 vs. 88 ± 31 U.ml-1; low vs. high dose, 

respectively) but after 24 hour ALAT levels in the low-dose group normalized  

(24 ± 4 U.ml-1), whereas it increased further in the high-dose group  

(1629 ± 3119 U.ml-1). Similar effects were also seen for other liver enzymes measured, 

i.e., ASAT and LDH, and confirmed by liver histology. The dose of paracetamol had no 

 

Fractional contribution to total ion abundances 
Derivative 

 m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 

Glucose pentaacetate Mean 0.8407 0.1262 0.0271 0.0043 0.0012 0.0005 0.0000 
 Std 0.0021 0.0018 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
 C.V. 0.2% 1.4% 1.4%     

         

Glucose aldonitril pentaacetate Mean 0.8328 0.1382 0.0255 0.0029 0.0004 0.0001 0.0000 
 Std 0.0008 0.0006 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 

 C.V. 0.1% 0.5% 0.9%     

         
Paracetamol ethyl-ester tetraTMS Mean 0.7138 0.1884 0.0778 0.0156 0.0028 0.0015 0.0000 

 Std 0.0018 0.0010 0.0007 0.0002 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 

 C.V. 0.3% 0.5% 0.9%     
         

Saccharic acid di-ethyl ester tetraacetate Mean 0.8140 0.1500 0.0316 0.0039 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 

 Std 0.0021 0.0020 0.0004 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 C.V. 0.3% 1.3% 1.1%     
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influence on calculations of isotope dilution and incorporation (data not shown), but for 

obvious reasons the low dose was used for further experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of fractional contribution in total ion abundance of 

m1, m2, and m6 in plasma glucose and glucose obtained from an 

indwelling heart catheter and glucose extracted from blood spot 

sampled from tail tip. 

Mass isotopologues of glucose aldonitril pentaacetate were selected and used in 

the calculation of hepatic carbohydrate fluxes shown as Bland–Altman plots; i.e. 

m1, diamands; m2, squares; and m6, triangles; bias of 1.1 ± 2.9%. 

 

 

Isotopic Infusion Rate 

Carbohydrate metabolism is considerably higher in mice than in rats; furthermore, the 

maximal possible flow rate of infusate is much lower in mice than in rats. Using the same 

composition of infusate in mice as that in rats at a lower infusion rate would result in a 

more pronounced (hardly measurable) isotopic dilution in plasma glucose and urinary 

ParglcUA. Based on the recommendations of Hellerstein and Neese (26) we adjusted the 

infusion rate and the composition of the infusate to obtain mass isotopologue 

distributions for each of the derivatives within the above-established analytical ranges. 

Best results were obtained with a sterilized, aqueous solution containing D-[U-13C]-

glucose (13 µmol.ml-1), [2-13C]-glycerol (160 µmol.ml-1), D-[1-2H]-galactose 

(33 µmol.ml-1), and paracetamol (1 mg.ml-1) and infused at a rate of 0.6 ml.h-1. 

 

Optimization of Metabolic Condition in Conscious Mice 

The above-presented methods were applied in mice to evaluate the effect of time of 

fasting on isotopic steady state during a 6h label infusion experiment. Mice studied were 

allowed to eat ad libitum until onset of the experiment (fed) or were subjected to either 

9 hour (postprandial) or 24 hour (fasted) of fasting before the start of the experiments. 

Body weight of fed and postprandial mice were similar on the day of experiments  
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(23.0 ± 1.0 g vs. 24.3 ± 0.4 g, fed vs. postprandial mice, respectively), whereas fasted 

mice showed a significant decrease in body weight upon fasting (23.0 ± 1.0 g vs.  

18.3 ± 0.9 g, fed vs. 24h fast; p < 0:05). Blood glucose concentration remained 

constant during the experiment in fed mice (11.0 ± 1.5 mM), decreased slightly but not 

significantly in postprandial mice (8.4 ± 0.8 to 7.4 ± 0.5 mM), and increased during the 

first 2 hour of infusion of stable isotopically labelled compounds in fasted mice from  

4.9 ± 0.6 to 10.1 ± 0.5 mM (p<0.01), after which it remained constant. 

In Fig. 4 serial sampling was used in individual mice to obtain time courses of 

total Ra of plasma glucose (Fig. 4A) and UDPglc (Fig. 4B). The time to reach isotopic 

steady state of plasma glucose depended on the time of fasting. In fed mice the total 

rate of plasma glucose appearance reached steady state only at the end of the 

experiment (169 ± 29 µmol.kg-1.min-1), whereas in postprandial mice steady state was 

reached at 3 hour (121 ± 17 µmol.kg-1.min-1). In fasted mice, Ra was stable between  

1 and 4 hour after the start of the experiment (153 ± 10 µmol.kg-1.min-1) after which it 

increased to 214 ± 11 µmol.kg-1.min-1. Time of fasting also had an effect on the total 

rate of appearance of hepatic UDPglc, as is clear from Fig. 4B. Hepatic UDPglc production 

rates tended to increase with the duration of fasting. Particularly in fasted mice, the rate 

of appearance of UDPglc at the beginning of the experiment was high in comparison with 

both fed and postprandial mice, but it declined at the end of the experiment to values 

very similar to those observed in both other groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Time courses of total rates of appearance.  

Plasma glucose (A) and UDPglc (B) in fed, postprandial, and fasted mice. Total 

rates of appearance of plasma glucose (Rd(Glc)) and UDPglc (Rd(UDPglc)) were 

calculated using Eq. (9) and (13), respectively as described in chapter 4. Data are 

means ± SD. Letters indicate that the parameter was time invariant, in fed (a, 

triangles), postprandial (b, circles), and fasted (c, squares) mice. 
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In Fig. 5 the metabolic clearance of plasma glucose (MCR) is shown during the 

course of the experiment in all three groups. Values of MCR of glucose calculated for fed 

and postprandial mice were 16 ± 2 and 17 ± 3 ml.kg-1.min-1, respectively. In fasted mice 

MCR between t = 2 and t = 4 hour was very similar to that observed in fed and 

postprandial mice (17 ± 1 ml.kg-1.min-1), but its value increased significantly to  

21 ± 2 ml.kg-1.min-1 during the last 2 h of the experiment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Time course of metabolic clearance rate of plasma glucose in fed, 

postprandial, and fasted mice. 

Calculations were performed as described in Chapter 4. Data are means ± SD. 

Letters indicate that the parameter was time invariant, in fed (a, triangles), 

postprandial (b, circles), and fasted (c, squares) mice. 

 

 

In Fig. 6 the time courses of the fractional contributions of gluconeogenesis to 

plasma glucose and hepatic UDPglc appearance (Figs. 6A and B, respectively) are shown. 

The contribution to plasma glucose (f(Glc) and presented as c(1,5) eq. 16 in Chapter 4) 

reached stable values at 2, 3, and 4 hour after the start of the isotope infusion in fasted, 

postprandial, and fed mice, respectively. In this period, fractional contributions of GNG to 

plasma glucose in postprandial and fasted mice were very similar (79 ± 5 and 79 ± 2%, 

respectively), whereas in fed mice they were significantly lower (67 ± 6%; p<0.01). The 

fractional contribution of GNG to UDPglc (f(UDPglc) and presented as c(3,5) eq. 18 in 

Chapter 4) as shown in Fig. 6B was stable 2h after the start of isotope infusion in all 

groups. Fasted and postprandial mice showed very similar fractional contributions to 

UDPglc (72 ± 1 and 67 ± 9%, respectively) but was significant lower in fed mice  

(51 ± 7%; p<0:01). 

In Fig. 7 the rates of de novo G6P synthesis directed into plasma glucose and 

UDPglc calculated as means of the values at 2, 3, and 4h (Fig. 7A) and at 5 and 6h (Fig. 

7B) of the experiments. From the data in Fig. 7A it is clear that the flux of newly 
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synthesized G6P into plasma glucose did not change significantly with time of fasting 

(112 ± 13, 89 ± 15, and 110 ± 5 µmol.kg-1.min-1; fed, postprandial, and fasted, 

respectively). In contrast, the flux of newly synthesized G6P into UDPglc increased 

significantly from 34 ± 6 µmol.kg-1.min-1 in fed to 61 ± 21 µmol.kg-1.min-1 in 

postprandial and 88 ± 9 µmol.kg-1.min-1 in fasted mice. As a consequence, the total rate 

of de novo synthesis of G6P was equivalent in fed and postprandial mice  

(146 ± 18 vs. 150 ± 12 µmol.kg-1.min-1) but was increased in fasted mice  

(197 ± 6 µmol.kg-1.min-1). As is clear from the comparison of the data in Figs. 7A and B, 

there were no significant changes in the rates of de novo synthesis of G6P into glucose 

and UDPglc in fed and postprandial mice during the course of the experiment. In 

contrast, in fasted mice the partitioning of G6P changed quite drastically during the last 2 

hour of the experiment while the total rate remained unchanged (197 ± 6 vs. 209 ± 25 

µmol.kg-1.min-1). The partitioning of newly synthesized G6P into plasma glucose 

increased strongly from 56 ± 3 to 75 ± 5%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Time courses of the fractional contribution of gluconeogenesis to 

plasma glucose (A) and to UDPglc (B) in fed, postprandial, and 

fasted mice. 

Calculation of fractional contribution of gluconeogenesis to plasma glucose (c(1,5)) 

and fractional contribution to UDPglc (c(3,5)) as described in Chapter 4. Data are 

means ± SD. Letters indicate that the parameter was time invariant, in fed (a, 

triangles), postprandial (b, circles), and fasted (c, squares) mice. 
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Figure 7. Mean partitioning of de novo synthesis rate of glucose-6-

phosphate between time points 2 and 4h (A) and between time 

points 5 and 6h (B) of the experiment in fed, postprandial, and 

fasted mice.  

De novo syntheses of glucose-6-phosphate directed to plasma glucose and to 

UDPglc are indicated with dark and light bars, respectively. Calculations of de novo 

syntheses rate of glucose-6-phosphate and its fractional contribution to plasma 

glucose were done according to Chapter 4. Data are means ± SD. Significant 

differences between groups (*) and between time periods (#) are indicated. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we have developed and validated an analytical technique to measure 

hepatic carbohydrate metabolism with stable isotopically labeled compounds using small 

blood and urine samples collected at multiple time points on filter paper. These methods 

were applied in individual conscious mice during a 6 hour infusion experiment. The 

analytical methods to measure isotope dilution and incorporation were adapted to the 

small sample sizes in such a way that total ion abundances of each derivative in each 

sample remained within the range of constant response of the GCMS. The infusion rate of 

stable isotopically labeled compounds and paracetamol were adjusted to meet the 

criteria set for these purposes and to accommodate the higher metabolic rates of mice 

compared to rats. Furthermore, we studied the effect of time of fasting on isotopic 

steady-state during a 6 hour infusion experiment such that MIDA procedures could be 

applied under optimal metabolic conditions in conscious mice for the study of the effects 

of interventions in hepatic carbohydrate metabolism in vivo. 

Blood spots on filter paper are used for sampling blood in field studies, neonatal 

screening of congenital and inherited diseases, and control of treatment of inherited and 

acquired metabolic diseases. A drawback of spotting blood on filter paper is that the 
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volume taken up by the filter paper is not known. To circumvent this problem we used 

filter paper with a very regular and, between batches, reproducible texture, from which 

disks of known diameter were punched out, resulting in predictable amounts of blood 

isolated. For our purpose we used filter paper of Schleicher & Schuell (No. 2992) which is 

commonly used in neonatal screening. Fourteen days after spotting blood on filter paper 

we recovered an amount of glucose from a 6.5 mm disk punched out of bloodspots that 

was equivalent to the amount isolated from 6.8 ± 0.3 µl plasma. Considering the 

hematocrit value of blood, the calculated plasma volume compares well with the blood 

volume that Abysholm (17) measured by weighing 6.5 mm disks punched out of 

bloodspots (10.3 µl). We did not treat the filter paper with sodium fluoride solutions to 

prevent glucose utilization by erythrocytes after spotting blood on the filter paper. 

Consequently, we observed a slight decrease in the recovery of glucose, particularly 

during the first period after spotting. Abysholm (17) reported similar observations. In our 

application, however, the absolute concentration of blood glucose is of no importance, 

since extraction of a blood spot should recover only sufficient material in a reproducible 

manner to perform GCMS measurements with appropriate precision. 

The change in sampling method and sampling site had no significant effect on the 

fractional isotopologue distribution of glucose, indicating that blood spot sampling from 

tail tip is an appropriate alternative to blood sampling by heart catheter. To be able to 

come to this conclusion, we had to scale down our analytical techniques in proportion to 

the reduction of the sample sizes. One of the difficulties in the use of MIDA techniques is 

the lack of appropriate 13C-labeled internal standards to construct the necessary 

calibration curves for the accurate and precise measurement of the fractional mass 

isotopologue distribution. As discussed by Hellerstein and co-workers, this makes the 

method particularly vulnerable to nonlinearity in the response of the GCMS to changes in 

relative amounts of mass isotopologues entering the MS ion source. Therefore the GCMS 

has to be carefully calibrated with the same derivatives of naturally labeled glucose. The 

observed mass isotopologue distribution of the derivative should confirm the theoretically 

derived mass isotopologue distribution. These considerations have led us to concentrate 

in this study on ranges of constant response and minimal dispersion of responses during 

GCMS measurement of different derivatives rather than on limits of detection and 

quantification. 

We adapted higher infusion rates of stable isotopic compounds to measure 

carbohydrate metabolism with appropriate accuracy and precision. This was of particular 

importance since the GCMS data are used in complex calculations, in which propagation 

of errors always is a major problem. Hellerstein and Neese (26) have discussed these 

problems in relation to the in vivo application of the MIDA method. Based on theoretical 
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considerations and practical observations they defined a set of recommendations, that 

should be followed to estimate biosynthetic production rates in vivo reliably. We used 

this set of recommendations to estimate acceptable precision in GCMS measurements 

and to establish minimal estimates of the fractional contribution of the various mass 

isotopologues to total ion abundance for isotope dilution and incorporation in plasma 

glucose and urinary ParglcUA. We started from the assumption that the CV of the final 

calculated values of the fluxes in hepatic glucose metabolism should be less than 5%. 

Accordingly, it can be deduced that for incorporation of [2-13C]-glycerol into glucose or 

glucuronic acid residue of ParglcUA, the CV of the measured fractional contribution of m1 

and m2 to total ion abundance should be less than 2% with a minimal fractional 

contribution of m2 of 0.005. For dilution of D-[U-
13C]-glucose in plasma glucose and 

glucuronic acid residue of ParglcUA, the minimal reliable measured enrichment in the 

latter determines the minimal required enrichment in plasma glucose and so the 

appropriate infusion rate of this isotope. As is clear from Table 1, for both derivatives of 

ParglcUA, fractional contributions of m6 to total ion abundance of about 0.005 can be 

measured with a CV of about 5%. Since labeled plasma glucose is diluted 5–10 times 

when it appears in the glucuronic acid residue of ParglcUA, a minimal enrichment of  

D-[U-13C]-glucose in plasma glucose of about 0.03 – 0.05 is needed. Dilution of  

D-[1-2H]-galactose label in plasma glucose sets a minimal value for the enrichment in 

ParglcUA. Furthermore, isotope dilution of D-[1-2H]-galactose in glucuronic acid and 

plasma glucose was calculated as the difference of fractional contribution of m1 to total 

ion abundance of two derivatives (paracetamol ethyl–ester tetra-TMS and saccharic acid 

diethyl–ester tetraacetate), implicating a relatively higher infusion rate as estimated for 

D-[U-13C]-glucose to reduce the error in the calculation.  

These considerations were met in mice when infusion rates of isotopically labeled 

compounds were increased for D-[U-13C]-glucose to ~6 µmol.kg-1.min-1, for  

D-[1-2H]-galactose to ~14 µmol.kg-1.min-1, and for [2-13C]-glycerol to  

~68 µmol.kg-1.min-1. With respect to the relatively high infusion rate of glycerol, Previs 

et al. (27) observed no effects of glycerol infusion on hepatic glucose production in 30 

hour fasted BALB/C mice up to an infusion rate of 60 µmol.kg-1.min-1 for 3 hour. It is 

worth noting that the changes in hepatic glucose metabolism that we observed in 24h 

fasted C57BL/6J mice were observed only after 5 hour of infusion of stable isotopically 

labeled compounds. As was also reported by Previs et al. (27), we observed that the 

fractional incorporation of glycerol into plasma glucose showed no linear relationship with 

the infusion rate of [2-13C]-glycerol (data not shown). The volume flow of infusion 

chosen was 0.6 ml.h-1 for 6 hour, which represented about 90% of the daily fluid intake 

of mice (28;29). Special attention was paid to the dose of paracetamol in view of its 
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reported hepatotoxicity (30-33). At a rate of 0.4 mg.kg-1.min-1 (total dose 3.6 mg per 

mouse) hardly any liver damage was observed. Mice receiving a 2x higher paracetamol 

dose showed elevated plasma levels of ASAT, ALAT, and LDH. Because mice detoxify 

paracetamol predominantly by glucuronidation (~80%) sufficient ParglcUA could be 

extracted out of urine spots on filter paper when the low dose was used. 

We applied this newly developed method to determine the optimal metabolic 

condition for the study of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism. We therefore studied fed, 

postprandial, and fasted C57BL/6J mice, without anesthesia during the test. Several 

reports document effects of anesthesia on various aspects of hepatic glucose metabolism 

(e.g., ref (34)). We were able to obtain data on time courses of parameters of interest in 

individual mice. These time courses showed that postprandial mice are particularly well 

suited to the study of hepatic glucose metabolism using the isotope model of Hellerstein 

et al. (21). After 3 hour of label infusion, isotopic steady state was reached. Accordingly, 

constant values for the rates of appearance of plasma glucose and UDPglc and for the 

rate of metabolic clearance of glucose were calculated. Enrichments of the Triose 

phosphate precursor pool for de novo synthesized plasma glucose and de novo 

synthesized hepatic UDPglc were constant with time and very comparable. Constant 

values for the fractional contribution of gluconeogenesis to plasma glucose and hepatic 

UDPglc were obtained during the second half of the label-infusion experiment. In fed 

mice, both the equilibration of labels and the unpredictable influx of dietary nutrients led 

to generation of poorly interpretable data. It took almost the full experimental time (6 

hours) for plasma glucose rate of appearance to reach a constant value. Fasted mice 

showed a different problem: they lost about 25% of their body weight, and whole body 

and hepatic glucose metabolism were altered in the second half of the experiment. 

Additionally, hepatic gene expression was markedly reduced for several of the major 

enzymes in carbohydrate and fat metabolism (F.H. van der Sluijs, data not shown). Upon 

infusion of the labeled compounds glucose concentration in blood started to rise 

considerably. Total rate of plasma glucose appearance in fasted mice abruptly changed 

at the end of the experiment, as did the total rate of appearance of UDPglc. Metabolic 

clearance of glucose was constant only between 3 and 4 hour after the start of label 

infusion and was during this period similar to that observed in fed and postprandial mice. 

These values were very comparable to those calculated by Massillon et al. (11). During 

the last hours of the measurement, MCR of glucose increased by almost 25%. At the end 

of the 6 hour experiment, partitioning of G6P to plasma glucose increased concomitantly 

with an increased rate of appearance of plasma glucose and a decreased rate of 

appearance of hepatic UDPglc. These observations, collectively, indicated that a 24 hour 

fast in mice represents such a metabolically deprived condition that infusion of minute 
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amounts of glucose and some of its precursors can bring about major changes in whole 

body and hepatic glucose metabolism. This emphasizes the severity of the metabolic 

consequences of 24h fasting in mice, as compared to that in rats (26). 

In conclusion, we describe a new analytical method for the study of hepatic 

glucose metabolism in mice over time using stable isotopically labeled compounds. Blood 

and urine can be sampled at multiple time points in individual mice by spotting on filter 

paper. The analytical methods were adjusted to the very small sample volumes such that 

isotope dilution and incorporation could be measured precisely. The method can be used 

in experiments with other small animals and with very-low birth-weight infants. The rate 

of infusion of labeled compounds was increased to compensate for the higher metabolic 

and lower infusion rates in mice compared to those in rats. Measurements of hepatic 

glucose metabolism in fed, postprandial, and fasted mice showed the feasibility of this 

analytical method. Postprandial mice (i.e., removal of food 9h before start of the 

infusion) seem to be optimally suited to the study of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism in 

vivo using this procedure. 
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